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Abstract. Detection of hands in single, unconstrained, monocular im-
ages is a very difficult task. Localization and extraction of the hand
regions, however, provides important and useful knowledge that can fa-
cilitate many other tasks, such as gesture recognition, pose estimation
and action recognition. In this paper we present a simple appearance-
based methodology that combines face detection and anthropometric
constraints to efficiently estimate the position and regions of hands in
images. It requires no training neither explicit estimation of the human
pose. Experimental results illustrate the performance of the approach.
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1 Introduction

Localization and detection of human hands in unconstrained, still images is a
very challenging task due several factors. The most important among them are
shading, image noise, occlusions, background clutter, the high degree of human
body deformability and the unrestricted positions due to in and out of the image
plane rotations. Knowledge about the hands position can further benefit various
tasks, such as determination of the human layout [1–4], recognition of actions
from static images [5–7] and sign language recognition [8, 9].

Related literature can be roughly divided into two broad categories, method-
ologies that deal with detection of hands independently of the human body [10,
16–21] and those that correlate it with the pose detection problem [4, 8, 22].
Methodologies that fall into the first category produce remarkable results, but
almost always rely on large training datasets in order to cover the vast space
of human shapes and appearances. The most frequently used features in these
methodologies are Haar-like features and HoG descriptors and the most popu-
lar classification methods employ Support Vector Machines (SVM) and boost-
ing techniques. Methodologies that fall into the second category mostly evolve
around the detection of human body parts and their overall structure, employing
often the powerful graph-based pictorial structure technique. Hands detection in
these cases comes as a byproduct of the very difficult and ill-posed task of body
pose detection and usually assumptions and restrictions to the original prob-
lem have to be made in order to balance the trade-off between accuracy and
generalization.
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In this work, we present a methodology for detection of hands in single images,
in the case where the upper human body is visible, upright and facing the camera
and when the skin of hands is visible. The only training needed is for the initial
step of the process, namely the face detection. A small training set is also required
for the global skin detection process, but this process serves only as a verification
step for the face detection. The rest of the methodology is mostly appearance-
based and relies on the assumption that there is a connection and continuity
between the (upper) human body parts. Color-based similarity combined with
anthropometry provide sufficient information to support an efficient and effective
hands detection methodology, without the need of training data or complex
inference about the exact human body pose.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the main
components of the methodology, Section 3 describes the face detection process
and Section 4 presents our anthropometric model. In Section 5 the adaptive skin
detection process is discussed and in Section 6 the clothes detection process.
Finally, Section 7 presents the final hands detection method and Section 8 the
experimental results, while Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Overview of the Methodology

The initial and most crucial step in our methodology is the detection of the
face region, which guides the rest of the process. The information that can be
extracted in this step is threefold. First, the color of the skin in a persons face
can be used to match the rest of their visible skin areas. Second, the location of
the face in frontal upright poses gives a strong cue about the rough location of
the torso. Third, the size of the face region can further lead to the estimation
of the size of body parts according to anthropometric constraints. The general
scheme of the methodology can be seen in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Main steps of the methodology

Face detection is based on OpenCV librarys implementation of the widely
used Viola-Jones face detection algorithm [10]. Since face detection is the
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cornerstone of our methodology, we refine the face detection results by using
our skin detection and face detection algorithms. Once the elliptical region of
the face is known we proceed to the foreground probability estimation. We re-
gard as foreground the pixels with color similar to that of the face region and
the pixels with color similar to a patch where the torso is expected to be with
respect to the face. The skin classification is conducted using normal probability
distributions, while the clothes detection employs multivariate normal probabil-
ity distributions. Finally, our intuitive anthropometric model further guides and
refines the hands detection process by imposing simple constraints.

3 Face Detection

Localization of the face region in our method is performed using OpenCVs im-
plementation of Viola-Jones algorithm. Besides the obvious reasons of high per-
formance and speed, this algorithm is based on combinations of a vast pool of
Haar-like features, which essentially aim in capturing the underlying structure
of a human face, regardless to the its skin color. Since skin probability in our
methodology is learnt from the face region adaptively, we require an algorithm
that is based on structural features.

However, Viola-Jones face detector is prone to false positive detections that
can lead to unnecessary activations of our algorithm and faulty hand detections.
In order to refine the results of the algorithm, we propose using the skin de-
tection method presented in [11] and face detection algorithm presented in [12].
The skin detection method is based on color constancy and a Multilayer Per-
ceptron Neural Network (MLPNN) trained on images collected under various
illumination conditions both indoor and outdoor, and containing skin colors of
different ethnic groups. The face detection method is based on facial feature
detection and localization using low level image processing techniques, image
segmentation and graph-based verification of the facial structure.

First, the skin probability map of the image pixels is calculated. Then, the
elliptical regions of the detected faces in the image found by the Viola-Jones al-
gorithm are evaluated according to the probabilities of the inscribed pixels. More
specifically, the average skin probability of the pixels X of potential face region
FRi, for each person i, must be greater than empirical threshold TGlobalSkin(set
to 0.7 in our experiments). If it passes the global skin test it is further evaluated
by our face detector. If the facial features are detected, then FRi is considered
to be a true positive detection.

4 Anthropometric Model

The basic source of knowledge that permeates the whole hands detection method-
ology derives from anthropometric studies that describe the structural composi-
tion of the human body. Extraction of the face region allows us to estimate the
most important structural block of the body composition, the palm length. In
the average human body the major axis of the faces ellipse is almost equal to the
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length of the palm. Let this distance be called PL from now forth. The location
and size of the rest of the body components of interest can be estimated using
this distance and the center of the face, (xFaceCenter,i, yFaceCenter,i).

The neck base point, approximately found at 1 PL directly below the face
center, can be used to define the space where the hands can be found. It is used
as the center for a series of concentric ellipses that aid in better understanding
the hand position and arm posture. The outer ellipse has a major axis length of
5 PL and beyond this ellipse possible hand regions are automatically rejected.
The zone between this ellipse and the next one, which has a major axis length
of 4 PL, shows the zone where palms can be when the arms are fully extended.
Finally, the most inner ellipse has a major axis length of 2.5 PL and corresponds
to the ellipse delineated by the elbows when rotated in extension. This ellipse
aims in giving an indication about the degree the arm is bent.

Extending the anthropometric model to the side-view case, we show that the
ellipses in the frontal view are actually ellipsoid spheres. The depth information
is lost in single monocular images and it is one of the reasons that hand detection
in these images is a difficult problem. In our methodology we do not explicitly
deal with depth information but rather rely on body part connectivity, which
can be detected in the restricted 2D space of the frontal model.

Fig. 2. Anthropometric model

5 Skin Detection

Each face region FRi is used to construct an adaptive model for persons i skin
color. We first decompose the colors of pixels that belong to FRi into Lab
and HSV color spaces. Channels L and V correspond to the intensities of the
pixels and are not suitable for comparing color similarities, because they are
sensitive to illumination changes. Shadows and varying illumination throughout
the image might make skin pixels look different. However, we have found that
a combination of the rest of the channels, namely H, S, a and b channels can
result to a very suitable color space for skin detection.

First, the skin color model for each person i is estimated after fitting a nor-
mal distribution to each channel. The parameters that represent the model are
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then the mean values μ1, μ2, μ3, μ4 and standard deviations σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4

for each of the H, S, a and b channels, respectively. Then, each image pixels
probability of being a skin pixel is calculated separately for each channel accord-
ing to a normal probability distribution with the corresponding parameters. Let
P1,i(X |μ1,i, σ1,i), P2,i(X |μ2,i, σ2,i), P3,i(X |μ3,i, σ3,i) and P4,i(X |μ4,i, σ4,i) be the
probabilities of image pixel X depicting skin for each of the selected channels.
Then, we require that a true skin pixels should have strong probability response
in all of the selected channels, so the final skin probability for each person i is:

PSkin,i(X |μHSab,σHSab) =

4∏

j=1

Pj,i(X |μj,i, σj,i) (1)

The resulting skin probability image is convolved with an averaging 2D filter to
smooth out outlying pixels and preserve the expected continuity of skin regions.
This simple skin detection technique is able to distinguish skin from background
and even skin-like regions to a good extent. In the end of this step the potential
hand regions are generated.

6 Clothes Detection

Even though the adaptive skin detection results in a high number of true pos-
itives and low number of false positives, we require additional information in
order to decide whether a skin region can correspond to hand region for per-
son i. Examination and classification of each potential hand region exclusively
is a very difficult problem and most probably requires extensive training. In our
case, hands are regarded as skin regions connected to regions that correspond to
persons clothes.

The location of the main and most visible region that represents ones clothes
can be assumed to be under their face in the case of upright and frontal view.
Using our anthropometric model, depicted in Figure 2, we localize and extract
a patch under the shoulder line passing through the base of the neck. The width
of the patch is set to 1.6 PL and its height to 2.5 PL. This area provides a
good trade-off between being flexible enough to cope with small body rotations
and deviations from the upright position and being able to capture an efficient
number of pixels to model the clothes color probability. Here we make two as-
sumptions. First, we assume that clothes can be sufficiently represented by small
range of colors and second, we assume that the sleeves, if any, have similar color
to the extracted image patch.

After the image patch is extracted, we process it using the Fuzzy Region
Growing (FRG) method, published in [13], which is is a computationally ef-
ficient technique that uses smoothing, edge information, homogeneity criteria
and degree of dissimilarity to segment image regions. The parameters of the
algorithm are set to produce a small number of regions, to avoid unnecessary
segmentation. Although color homogeneouity is one of our assumptions, we do
not wish the model to overfit the data. Some of the resulting segments might
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belong to background in case of a slightly tilted body, parts due to self occlusion
or more frequently small patches of clothing, such as ties, writings, etc. that are
not representative of the clothes color. Thus, we keep only the largest segment
to train the clothes model and the second largest segment, if it is large enough.

For each segment j = 1, 2, we acquire the mean values and covariance ma-
trices of its R, G, B components, μR,j , μG,j, μB,j and CRGB,j respectively and
now calculate their multivariate normal distributions, because all channels are
correlated due to the illumination component, which exists in all of them. Like
in the case of skin probability estimation, the pdf responses are convoluted with
an averaging filter. Then, the pdfs for each segment j are added to form the final
probability:

PClothes,i(X |μRGB,CRGB) =

2∑

j=1

Pj,i(X |μRj,i, μGj,i, μBj,i, CRGBj,i) (2)

7 Hands Detection

The final step of the methodology deals with the refinement of the potential
hand regions and then the localization and extraction of the hand regions. In
this step, we assume that hands are connected to the arms or clothes regions
and we use this relationship to distinguish the true hand regions. In order to
do so, we use a technique similar to the hysteresis thresholding technique of
Canny edge detection to discover the connections. We call it double hysteresis
thresholding, because it is performed in two steps. First, by using a low threshold
for the skin probability, TSkinLow, we keep the potential skin pixels and by
using a high threshold for the clothes probability, TClothesHigh, we keep the
regions that almost certainly belong to the clothes regions. Then, as in hysteresis
thresholding, the potential skin regions that are connected to certain clothes
regions are marked in an iterative process until convergeance. Second, the same
process is performed, but now using a high skin probability threshold, TSkinHigh

and a low clothes probability threshold, TClothesLow. The two steps can be seen
in Figures 3a and 3b. The final result is the intersection of the two steps, as
seen in Figure 3c. The skin regions that have passed TSkinLow, belong to the
intersection, while being surrounded by a sufficient number of foreground pixels
(clothes and skin) and being inside the outer anthropometric ellipse, are marked
as hand regions. Figure 3d shows a result of successful hand region localization
(the region of the face is discarded).

In the cases where the person wears clothes with long sleeves, as for instance
the woman in Figure 4c, the skin region of the hands is naturally segmented,
usually at palms length (PL). In the cases however where a larger portion of the
arms is visible, like when the sleeves are short, further examination is needed.
Due to this case, we also incorporate a skeletonization step for the skin regions,
adopting the implementation in [15]. When the length of the medial axis is
greater than 1 PL then the windows around its two extreme points are examined
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Double hysteresis thresholding, a) low probability threshold for skin and high
for clothes, b) high probability threshold for skin and low for clothes, c) intersection of
the previous results, d) potential hand regions

using the process discussed above. Furthermore, using the anthropometric model
we can also make an assumption about the most probable hand region. More
specifically, the region that is closer to the outer ellipse is more probable to
represent a hand region. However, when both regions are inside the inmost ellipse
inference is ambiguous, so we choose to report both regions as potential hand
regions.

Finally, it should be noted that in order for the methodology to be truly
detecting hand regions, the assumption that hands are visible has to be made.
Classification of a region as being hand or not is difficult without further knowl-
edge and it is beyond the scope of this work. We can use a simple technique
however, mostly to differentiate arm regions from hand regions. Arm regions are
in general rectangular patches and thus pose a high solidity value. Solidity here
is defined as the ratio of the region area to its convex area and it reaches its
maximum value 1 when the two areas completely overlap. In many cases the
deformability of hands, such as in the case where fingers are open, creates a
larger convex area than their original area and thus a lower value of solidity
than in the case of arm regions. Using this simple measure we manage to keep
the computational efficiency of our methodology. There are many techniques in
the literature that specifically deal with the subject of gesture recognition that
can be used instead in this point for more robust classification.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Final result of our methodology, a) trimap seeds for GrowCut algorithm, b)
image window encompassing the hand region, c) extracted hand regions (corresponding
to the encircled face region)

8 Experimental Results

Our quantitative experiment was conducted using the sign language pose recog-
nition dataset collected by [8]. The dataset contains frames captured from signing
sequences in news broadcasts, where the background to the left of the signer is
constantly changing and unknown. This is a good example of an application our
methodology could be used for. Since currently our methodology is restricted to
cases where the face is in frontal view and the hands do not overlap, we selected
200 images that meet these criteria to perform the testing. Table 1 presents the
results of this evaluation. In our case, true positives (tp) are considered the cases
where the centroid of the detected hand regions lies within a distance of less than
0.5 PL, else they are considered false positives (fp). Finally, false negatives (fn)
occur when missed hands, in other words cases where less than two hands are
detected.

Table 1. Precision and recall for the sign language dataset

Precision Recall tp fp fn

93.6 94.2 374 26 23

The results show that our methodology has comparable performance with the
state of the art, since the most prominent methodologies [22], [8] and [4] report
99.6%, 95.6% and 86% success rates, respectively, for the same dataset. The
major cause for the false positives is cases where skin-like regions are attached
to detected clothes regions, while having also size and shape that could belong to
hands/arms. On the other hand, the major cause for missed detection are cases
where the hands are in close proximity and/or heavy shadows exist. However,
although there is clearly room for improvement, the results are encouraging,
especially considering the fact that once the face area is known the methodology
requires no further training for its inference.
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The algorithm was also tested for several cases of the dataset in [3] are used.
The dataset contains unconstrained frames from the TV show Buffy the Vampire
Slayer and it is very challenging, because persons appear at a variety of scales,
against highly cluttered background, and wear any kind of clothing. Figure 5
shows some of the successful results for this challenging dataset.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. Double hysteresis thresholding, a) low probability threshold for skin and high
for clothes, b) high probability threshold for skin and low for clothes, c) intersection of
the previous results, d) potential hand regions

9 Conclusions

This paper presents a methodology for automatic localization and detection of
hands in single images. It refers to cases where the upper body parts are visible
and uses an appearance-based method in combination with face detection and
anthropometric constraints to guide the localization and extraction of the hand
regions. It is able to produce good results in difficult cases where there is highly
cluttered background and subjects appear in various scales, in a computation-
ally efficient manner. However, as an appearance-based method it requires that
there is sufficient discriminability between the foreground (skin and clothes) and
the background and that there is sufficient homogeneity and continuity in the
foreground regions. Future work includes proposing solutions to alleviate these
problems. We also plan to use this methodology to facilitate a pose estimation
algorithm, which is expected to provide a feedback mechanism that will increase
the robustness of the hands detection methodology.
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